
B A L I  P R E -T O U R  E X T E N S I O N
( 2 0 2 5 )

Bookable in conjunction with 'Indonesia Voyage:
Komodo, Papua & Great Barrier Reef 2025'.

Cruises, A&K Luxury Expedition Cruises

Indonesia 4 days from AU$7,340 pp



Journey Overview

Begin your Indonesian adventure with three nights at a luxury resort in the
cultural heart of Bali, experiencing Balinese culinary treasures and visiting
local villages, rice paddies and temples.
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Itinerary

Oct 8: Arrive Bali

Arrive in Bali and transfer to your luxury resort set in a tropical rainforest.
Meet your guide for a welcome cocktail reception before enjoying dinner on
your own.

Four Seasons Bali at Sayan

Oct 9: Bali

Encounter the essence of eastern Bali with a day of discovery in fairy tale
Karangasem, witnessing its soaring volcanic mountains and inspiring
temples. Visit the traditional village of Penglipuran, known for its unique
architectural traditions, and then drive into the highlands to Bali’s mother
temple, Besakih. Explore the temple and its 23 monuments while learning
about the island’s rich spiritual culture. Enjoy lunch with views of terraced
rice fields and Mount Agung before a visit to peaceful Sidemen, where you
discover beautiful landscapes and the art of traditional weaving. Next, visit
Bali’s smallest regency, Klungkung, and experience its local market and
elaborate, historic Klungkung Palace. Return to your hotel to enjoy dinner
and the evening as you wish.

Four Seasons Bali at Sayan | Meals: BL

Oct 9: Bali

Today, choose from two experiences. Opt to embark on a culinary
adventure featuring a hands-on cooking class at a local restaurant with a
Balinese chef. Prepare a variety of authentic dishes, learn about prized
spices and traditional Balinese cooking techniques, and then feast on the
lavish spread you have prepared together. Alternatively, immerse yourself
in the island’s caffeinated culture with an in-depth coffee excursion. Spend
the morning exploring an organic coffee plantation in the highlands,
witnessing traditional roasting methods and sampling a fresh cup. After
lunch with the farmers at the village community house, visit to a coffee
studio in Ubud for an expert led, hands-on coffee workshop. As the day
comes to a close, return to your hotel for dinner at your leisure.

Four Seasons Bali at Sayan | Meals: BL
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Oct 10: Depart Bali

Spend the morning at leisure. This afternoon, check out of your hotel and
join your main Luxury Expedition Cruise program.

Meals: BL
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Call Us Now on 
1300 851 924 
within Australia

Melbourne Office:
T: +61 (0)3 9536 1800
F: +61 (0) 3 9536 1805
E: contact@abercrombiekent.com.au

Address
Level 26 (North Tower)
80 Collins St 
Melbourne, VIC, 3000

International:
New Zealand Call: 0800 441 638
Asia Call: 800 4747 7700
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